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The Interface allows you to
rapidly create expressions
by selecting outputs and
setting them off...

Or on!

The Create Lab Visual Programmer was
developed with Hummingbird as part of
the CMU Create Lab Art & Bots Program.
The Visual Programmer uses a storyboarding approach to programming that
is quick and easy to learn.

This comic will walk you
through all the steps of
using Visual Programmer
including:
Installing
Making Expressions
Making Sequences
Once several expressions have
been built, you can create a
sequence that uses these
expressions to make a program.

Using Sensors
Using Counters

On the site, you'll see three icons representing
common operating systems. Click on the one that
matches your computer's os to begin the
download.

INSTALLING

Visual programmer
is free to download
and use. Navigate to
www.hummingbirdkit.
com/learning/usingvisual-programmer
to download.

MAc

Windows
Linux

Plug in a
hummingbird using
the usb cable.

When the download
is finished, open the
installer file and
install visual
programmer.
(On some computers, you may be
asked to install java. Visit the
hummingbird site for help with
this or other troubleshooting
problems.)

How to make an Expression

An
expression
contains the
settings of
one or more
outputs.

Outputs might be
lights, motors,
or servos. The
settings might be
anything from
completely off
to full power!

To create an
expression, open Visual
Programmer and make
sure that you are in the
"Expression Builder"
tab.

Select the output(s)
you would like to set,

Set the value of said
output(s),

(this person
selected LED 1)

Click Save, and save
your expression

The name is up to
you; just choose
something you'll
remember when you
have dozens of
expressions!

There are many types of outputs:
Tri-color LEDS
Single Color LEd

Use a slider to set the
brightness of the Led
to off (0) to brightest
(100).

Vibration Motor

Use the slider to set
the intensity of the
vibration motor from
0 to 100.

Servos

Use a slider to set the brightness
of each red, green, and blue hues
from off (0) to brightest (255).
Different combinations create
different colors. All hues set to
brightest will create a white light.

Audio

Use the slider to set the
servo angle from 0 to 180.

Motor

Use the slider to set the speed and
direction of the motor. The motor
turns both clockwise and counterclockwise and can run faster (hare)
or slower (turtle).

Select from a tone, clip or
speech. Press play to test.
Tone: Choose tone from
the piano keys and set the
duration and volume.
Clip: Choose a clip from
the drop-down menu or
upload your own.
Speech: Type the word(s)
you want your robot to
speak.

Where are the sensors?

Outputs
are on,
off, or
unchecked.

No boxes to
check!
If an output box is unchecked, it
does not necessarily mean that the
output is off. For Example, if you
turn an Led on and then uncheck the
slider box, you will notice the led
stays on.
to Make sure an output is off, select
the output check box and move the
slider to turn off the output.

Sensors are not visible in the
expression builder because there is no
way to "set" them. They're used in the
sequence builder to choose between
different expressions.

Make a Sequence
"Expression
builder" tab

A sequence is a series of expressions
turned into a program.

saved
expressions

"sequence
Builder" tab

saved
sequences

counter
block

sensor
block

canvas

Select "Sequence
Builder" at the
top Tab bar.

Select and drag the
expressions you
would like to use
from the right into
the canvas.

drag expressions so they are listed
in the order you would like to use.

Select "Play".

Set timing for
each
expression by
clicking the
clock symbol.

you can use decimals
for times less than
one second (like 0.1)!

Click the arrow to
toggle between
different modes: "play
once" and "loop".

USING SENSORs

Select the sensor block from
the bottom right and drag in
into the canvas.

Select the sensor type
from the drop down menu.

In the sensor block, there are two tracks for
sequences of expressions. For example, if you are
using a distance sensor, there is one track for when
an object is CLOSE to the sensor, and another for
when the object is far from the sensor.

The blue slider sets
the sensor's sensivity.

If the green is
to the left of
the blue bar,
the left track
will play.

IF the green
is to the
right, the
right track
will play.

Select the saved
expressions you
want to use for each
sequence and drag
them into the proper
track.

Each track can be
looped independently
by clicking the arrow
at the bottom.

loops

plays
once

(tip: you can place expressions or other
sensor and counter blocks above or
below the sensor structure.
your sequence can be as long as you want.)

Using a counter

Drag a counter block
from the bottom
right into the canvas.

A counter is helpful if you
would like to repeat a
sequence a certain number
of times.

Select the lock
icon at the top of
the counter block
to set the number
of iterations.
Select and drag the
expressions you wish
to use into the
counter block.

Play your sequence
by selecting "play".

Sequence inside a
sequence

Open a new sequence. Drag the old
sequence into the new sequence as
you would an expression.

It's possible to create a
sequence and use it inside
another sequence.
First, create and
save a sequence (or
use a sequence you
previously created)

old sequence,
tucked inside new
sequence

that's it! With a little
experimenting, you'll
be creating programs
that bring your robots
to life!

Sequence in sequence tip: It is
currently impossible to drag
counter or sensor blocks into
other counter or sensor blocks.
One way to get around this is save a
counter or sensor block as a
sequence, and to then drag that
sequence into a new sequence.

To watch video
tutorials, go to
www.hummingbirdkit.
com/learning/
usingvisualprogram
mer.

